Release Information Report

Release Number | Programmer | Date (mm/dd/yy)
--- | --- | ---
1955 | Bob Franks | 12/02/10

Release Title
2010 Advance Year-End Transactions

| Service Requests => | 83116 | 83171 |
| Reference Releases => |  |
| Error Reports => |  |
| UPAY Forms => |  |

**Urgency:** Date Mandated

**Comments:**

As per Service Request 83116, the Benefits Rate Table should be modified to reflect the new rates for the Employee Paid Life (EPL) to be effective January 1, 2011. The EPL transactions should be made available to campuses as part of the ‘advance’ CTL updates to establish new values in the PPS Benefits Rates Table.

As per Service Request 83171, the Benefits Rate Table should be modified to reflect the new rates for the Accidental Death and Dismemberment (AD&D) to be effective January 1, 2011. The AD&D transactions should be made available to campuses as part of the ‘advance’ CTL updates to establish new values in the PPS Benefits Rates Table.

In order to fulfill the above service requests, CTL update transactions are available on the Payroll FTP site.